Software distributedshared memory (DSM) 
Introduction
High performance networks of workstations are becoming increasingly popular as a parallel computing platform. Both message-passing [2] and software distributed shared memory [5, 4, 121 paradigms (DSMs) have been developed on such distributed platforms. An important performance bottleneck in these systems is network latency, which is poorer than in high-speed parallel computer interconnection networks. Software DSMs have attempted to reduce both the quantity of data used in the transfer and the number of messages by supporting weaker forms [6, 71 of the shared memory paradigm for example, [ 113. The propagation to other nodes of the write to a shared location can be delayed in such memory models until the point of actual use of the data [ 111 indicated by the explicit synchronization present in the application program.
Applications that employ fully asynchronous iterative algorithms [ l, 31 offer an additional degree of freedom to address large data transmission latencies. These algorithms do not synchronize accesses to shared memory locations, aild behave correctly in the presence of unbounded losses and delays in the propagation of shared memory updates between nodes. This can give them a performance advantage over their synchronous counterparts [3] since synchronization costs are avoided and further computation can be overlapped with the communication of shared writes. The asynchronous nature of the communication allows the underlying DSM to tradeoff latency to (U) dynamically adapt better to network load via techniques such as buffering [15] , and ( b ) amortize message overheads by transmitting several shared memory updates in a single message [ 131. The tradeoff of latency is done at a cost: the rate of convergence of asynchronous iterative methods is critically dependent on the communication delay. Each additional iteration needed to reach convergence results in additional shared memory updates and thus network traffic. When running on an already heavily loaded network, uncontrolled asynchronous algorithms can flood the network with messages and thus cause unbounded increase in communication delay. A previously proposed method [9] for controlling asynchronous algorithms uses the Warp [ 141 flow control protocol to adaptively throttle message generation by the asynchronous algorithm as a function of the current estimate of network load. Throttling is implemented by either not submitting a shared location update for transmission until congestion is alleviated [9] or by entirely discarding the update and proceeding with further computation [ 81. Asynchronous algorithms also have the problem that a few lightly loaded nodes used in the computation may run ahead and generate unnecessary message traffic due to non-receipt of updates from heavily loaded nodes which are slow in finishing their iterations. Adaptive throttling will kick in once the network gets heavily loaded in this scenario but cannot prevent the initial flooding.
In this paper, we propose an alternate method of controlling asynchronous iterative methods that is initiated by the receiver of shared updates rather than by the sender. The main idea is to enforce an upper bound on the age of shared updates read by a node and thus control the rate of convergence. We propose a system supported blocking read primitive, termed GlobalRead, that is guaranteed to return a value of acceptable age of the shared location specified. The receiver process is throttled until its GlobalRead is satisfied, thus implementing program-level flow control. The underlying DSM could use the invocation of GlobalRead as a hint to temporarily give higher network or processor priority (as appropriate) to the sender process when necessary. In realistic scenarios, the use of GlobalRead also prevents individual processes from straying too far ahead or behind the other processes of the program: if a process strays too far ahead, it blocks on executing a GlobalRead and waits for the others to catch up; if a process strays too far behind, all other processes will block at GlobalReads and wait for the stray process to catch up. This limits the number of shared memory updates generated and unnecessary computation by stray processes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a brief overview of fully asynchronous iterative methods and describe an example application from this class that we use in our studies. In section 3 we present the GlobalRead primitive. Section 4 describes our experimental setup. We discuss the convergence behavior of baseline versions of the example algorithm in section 5, to motivate the potential usefulness of the GlobalRead primitive. In section 6 we present some performance results for the algorithm using the GlobalRead primitive. We summarize the paper in section 7.
Fully asynchronous iterative methods
Many algorithms for the solution of systems of equations, optimization, and other problems have the structure
where each X(t) is an n-dimensional vector ( z l ( t ) [3, 8, 151 . Convergence is guaranteed independent of the upper bound B on the delay between the generation of a new xi at a node and its propagation to all other nodes, provided that delay is finite. Iterative algorithms which make use of this property are called fully asynchronous iterative algorithms. Figure 1 presents the pseudo-cclde for a general asynchronous iterative algorithm in a disi:ributed shared memory system. The LocalRead and Non:Blocking-Write primitives together build up a weak memory system in which the shared memory updates eventually propagate, but there is no upper bound on the delay. The LocdRead returns the local copy of a shared variable xi. The IrTonBlocking-Write updates the local copy of the shared variable immediately, and queues the new value with the system for propagation to all other nodes. For example, in the Mmnera 1151 implementation that employs Warp [9] flow control, these writes are queued in a local buffer which is propagated to other processors at a time determined by network flow control issues [8] . We observe that a LocalRead cif a shared variable updated by the same processor always returns the latest value of the variable.
A system of equations, A X + ti = 0, where A is an ( m x m ) matrix, can be solved using an iterative algorithm. We use this particular iterative algorithm, for the solution of a system of equations, in all our experiments.
Let us consider an example asynchronous execution of the above iterative algorithm which is solving for 10 variables across 10 nodes. Each node, Pi, computes one element, xi, of the vector X using the iterative equation. In each iteration it makes use of the available values of xj, j E (1, .., 10). The NonBlocking-Write to zi queues up the new value to be sent to the other nodes and computation proceeds. The time taken for update propagation to the other nodes does not affect the guarantee of convergence. However the number of iterations taken for convergence will grow when delays are large. If a node P i receives no updates of a shared location between two iterations, it will result in the node continuing the computation with the old values of that location. The increase in iterations, and as a result the unnecessary message traffic, can become a problem when asynchronous iterations are run in an uncontrolled fashion.
The GlobalRead primitive
We introduce the GlobalRead primitive as a mechanism to control parallel asynchronous algorithms. The GlobalRead primitive is visible to the programmer and takes three arguments: the shared location to be read, the current iteration number of the reading process, and the maximum acceptable age of the shared datum. The maximum age is specified as the maximum number of iterations prior to the current iteration number that the shared datum could have been generated. Thus GlobalRead(locn, t, B) returns a value of "locn" generated no earlier than in the (t-B)'th iteration of the process that is generating successive values of "locn". This implies that if the local copy of "locn" is older than acceptable when the GlobalRead is issued, the reading process is blocked until an acceptable newer value of "locn" becomes available. Alternately, when the local copy is within the age limit specified, the GlobalRead degenerates to an ordinary read. (There is still some amount of overhead in detecting whether the local copy is of acceptable age, but this is negligible considering the high communication-to-computation ratio of asynchronous iterative methods). Figure 2 shows the purely asynchronous algorithm given in Figure 1 modified to use GlobalRead. The constant B used here is chosen by the programmer based on the desired convergence rate and the convergence rate features of the algorithm.
The implementation of the GlobalRead primitive in a DSM involves the maintenance of age information with #define B DESIRED-UPPERBOUND #define Epsilon 0.000001 t = 0 ; do { /* Global Termination Loop */ do { /* Local Termination Loop */ t++; /* Iteration Count */ newxi = f (GlobalRead(zl ,t, B) , ... ..., Global-Read(z,, t, B) );
NonBlocking-Write(z, , newxi); each local copy of a shared location. The age of each shared variable has to be updated locally at every write, and propagated along with every propagation of the variable. On a GlobalRead, the DSM has to check whether the age of its local copy meets requirements. If not, it can either broadcast a request for a copy that is no older than the specified value and block the reading process, or just block the reading process until the required update arrives. In the former method, the node which is updating the variable has to reply with an acceptable version of the variable. The receipt of such a request for a new copy of a variable can be interpreted as a hint to increase the sending process's immediate network priority or local processor-scheduling priority as appropriate. The latter method saves on generating a message at each blocked GlobalRead.
Experimental setup
We simulate distributed shared memory on top of PVM
[2] to study the effect of the GlobalXead primitive. This is done on a set of IBM RS/6000 workstations connected by an ethernet. The message communication and buffering required in a DSM as well as the GlobalRead primitive were implemented as a set of library routines to be linked in by applications. The iterative linear equation solver described previously (section 2) was used in all the experiments. Typically it was run in parallel on 10 workstations. The input matrices A and b required for solving the equation AX+b = 0 were randomly generated taking care that A met the conditions for convergence. In the experiments reported, A is a (1000 x 1000) matrix and b is a 1000 row vector.
The chief metric of interest in our experiments is the number of iterations required for convergence. The completion time of the program was also noted. We use the total number of iterations across all the nodes as the performance measure since the number of iterations executed by the dif- A particular measurement of warp on node i with respect to node j is given by the ratio of the difference in arrival times of two consecutive messages from node j to the difference in their sending times. The warp measured would be 1 under ideal network conditions;warp values much higher than 1 indicate a loaded network. It was also ensured that the load average on the workstations was nearly zero whenever the experiments needed dedicated workstations.
DSMs designed for asynchronous algorithms use buffersize as a flow control knob, accumulating updates in buffers until the buffer is full before transmitting the buffer. In some of our experiments we use appropriate statically-chosen buffer sizes. Buffer sizes can be dynamically controlled as in [9] . We do not address the issue of dynamic-control of buffer sizes in this paper.
GlobalReads were implemented by simply waiting for the required update to arrive, since that method has lower message overhead.
Baseline convergence behaviour
We first examine the convergence rates of several baseline versions of the algorithm to obtain an understand-' The time measurements required for computing warp was done at the granularity of milliseconds.
ing of the potential for further pwformance improvement. In the three sets of experiments reported in this section, we use the same input for all the experiments within a set. Figure 3 plots the results of all the sets of experiments. Two of the plots in Figure 3 show the tlDtal number of iterations' required for convergence as a function of communication delay when the communication delay is artificially fixed at some value B throughout a particular execution. This results in each iteration of the algorithm reading shared values generated exactly B iterations ago on all processors. The experiment for B set to 1 corresponds to the synchronous version of the algorithm, wherein each iteration reads the latest values, generated by the immediately preceding iteration on all processors. This experiment provides a lower bound on the performance of the asynchronous algorithm on a real DSM with an upper boiind B on communication delay. We observe that performance degrades linearly with B after a certain value. Thus, in a real DSM, controlling the delay B will improve performance beyond the lower bound on our algorithm. This will thereby reduce the overall number of shared memory updates generated. For the 20 node case the total number of iterations required across all the nodes is much larger than two times that in the 10 node case, for all values of B. This indicates that controlling the delay B will be of greater significance when we increase the parallelism. The third plot in Figure 3 reports results for an experiment where the communication delay B is fixed at 1 but each processor sends out shared memory updates to other processors once every K iterations rather than in every iteration. The iterations in-between update only locally. This experiment provides a lower bound on performance for a DSM where multiple updates (till a maximum of K) are not sent across the network because of system conditions or buffering. Here we observe that overall number of iterations increases with K. Thus, in real DSMs, prevention of update propagation could result in the generation of a larger number of shared memory updates. Figure 4 shows a performance comparison between purely asynchronous iterations and iterations with GlobalRead for various buffer sizes. In the iterations using GlobalRead the buffer size waS fixed depending on the value of B used by the programmer. If B was large the buffer size was made large, but ncst so large as to create too many blocks at GlobalRead. The plot compares the results we got for the uncontrolled iterations and the controlled version which used the same buffer size. It must also be It must be noted that all processes execute exactly the same number of iterations in the experiments reported in thls section noted that the number of iterations plotted in Figure 4 are average values over 4 different trials. The numbers will vary depending on the workstation load and network load situations. Figure 4 shows that for any given buffer size the performance of uncontrolled purely asynchronous program is typically worser than the performance shown for a controlled version of the algorithm. The figure also illustrates another benefit of GlobalRead. In realistic scenarios, there can be considerable asynchrony at the starting point of the different processes of the parallel program. In an uncontrolled algorithm using small buffer sizes this results in the processes that start late spending time in processing messages from processes which have run ahead, rather than in computation. This adversely affects the total number of iterations executed, as evident from the large iteration counts in Figure 4 for small buffer sizes for the uncontrolled algorithm. The use of GlobalReads effectively squashes this problem.
Performance benefits of GlobalRead primitive
We carried out warp [ 141 measurements for all these runs and it was found to be quite low, indicating low network load. We measured the average and standard deviation for the warp values computed for all messages in each trial. Mostly, average warp [14] was between 1.1 and 2.0, which were the minimum and maximum observed. For smaller buffer sizes the warp values were higher because of the traffic generated by the program itself. The standard deviation of the warp measurements in any trial was found to lie between 0.9 and 2.5. The warp value for any message in any trial very rarely went above 25. These results show the network to be relatively lightly loaded. In [9] it is reported that Warp control gives significant performance improvements only when warp values are very high. This shows that the The previous set of experiments does not explain whether the performance advantage of GlobalRead is solely due to the initial skew in running the asynchronous algorithm. In order to check this we ran trials using a barrier just before the iterations started. This prevents the initial skew. We ran 20 different trials each for a purely asynchronous algorithm, a version with an initial barrier, GlobalRead iterations with B = 25, and GlobalRead with B = 10. A buffer size of 100 was chosen in all the experiments. (For the input problem size to the program being run on 10 nodes, this resulted in one message every iteration). The average of the total number of iterations observed in 20 independent trials of each of these sets is given in Table 1 . It shows that the controlled versions of the algorithm outperform the purely asynchronous iterations even when there is no skew between the processes. Since the network was relatively lightly loaded much of the performance improvement was from the controlling of node workload disturbances by GlobalRead. We report more details in [ lo] .
We carried out all the previous experiments on a nondedicated ethernet and set of workstations. So the workload affected the experiments. We ran a few number of experiments when the network load (as indicated by warp measurements) and the node workload were very low. The same four sets of trials done previously were repeated. But fewer trials were made. The total number of iterations taken is presented in Figure 5 . GlobalRead the number of iterations even in this case. We studied the usefulness of GlobalRead under heavy network traffic conditions by running the same four set of trials along with a program which created intense traffic in the network. These sets of trials were done when the network as well as the workstations were otherwise lightly loaded. So the results reported show the effect of network traffic alone. The average of the total number of iterations taken over five trials for each of the four cases is reported in Table 2 . (More details in [lo] ). The mean and the standard deviation of the warp values in a trial lay in the ranges 2.8-4.1 and 3.7-10.1 respectively. The results show the tremendous usefulness of GlobalRead under heavy network traffic conditions. The number of iterations, which is large for purely asynchronous iterations, is kept controlled by GlobalRead.
Summary and conclusions
We have proposed a program-level, message-receiver initiated method of controlling fully asynchronous iterations running on a network of workstations. The proposed primitive, GlobalRead, allows the programmer to specify the maximum permissible age of a shared location being read.
It has been found to be effective in reducing the .total number of iterations required, and thus the number of shared memory updates (i.e,network traffic) generated by the applications. Also, the method has been seen to be effective in preventing flooding of the network with messages when there is considerable skew in startup times of the different processes.
The results reported indicate the potential usefulness of the proposed method in all the places where asynchronous iterations are used. Many long running scientific applications are currently parallelized using asynchronous iterations in order to reduce synchronization penalty. The results reported clearly suggest that the use of GlobalRead can bring significant improvements in the performance of such long running scientific applications which run on nondedicated network of workstations.
